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INTRODUCTION

Americans are spending more and more time in their
own homes, warming up the hearth, so to speak, to share
it with family and friends. And while hectic work 
schedules and family commitments keep us busy, we still
find ways to make our get-togethers special and 
memorable. Even a low-key night around the kitchen
table with an unexpected guest and a supper of left-overs
can provide an unforgettable visit.

You'll find tips for just about every aspect of your
entertaining--"excuses" for parties, ways to make them
happen without spending a lot of money, decorating and
tabletop ideas, centerpiece masterpieces, and ideas for
presents and gift-wrapping. You'll be able to look at the
calendar and think: "Any season, any reason. Let's have
a party."

So, cuddle up with your favorite recipe book, this
lifestyle/entertaining guide, and your latest Lillian Vernon
catalogue. In it, you'll find lots and lots of things (from
centerpieces to jolly gift-wrap baggies, to picnic lanterns
and candles, to barbecue aprons and kitchen tools and
on and on) that will help you organize, decorate, and 
personalize your party--and it will also help you find the
just-right hostess gift for those times when you're the
guest. It's all just a phone call away.

You may be harried tonight, but tomorrow night for
your party, you'll be a super host.

Dear Friends,

Everybody loves a great party and you
want to plan your next so it’s fun for you,
too. The more you plan, the more 
smoothly everything goes. Family, friends
or a special guest have a great time--the
best pleasure of all for you!

I’ve put together all the ideas I’ve learned
from 49 years of running a home and 
giving parties!  There’s advice on making
preparations of all sorts--and you don’t
have to break the bank doing it all!

You’ll find party themes and decorations,
favors and invitations. Helpful hints on 
formal dinners and tabletop buffets. Easy
to do centerpieces and party games.

Every occasion can be the party of your
dreams!

Faithfully,     



Answering these questions will help you form your party
and hopefully propel you in the direction that's right for
you--for maximum mingling, mirth, and merriment.

A few "excuses" and styles of celebrations:

• Winter gatherings by a warm and cozy fire, 
ideal for post- skating, -sledding, or -skiing

•  Outdoor, warm weather barbecues, picnics,
boat outings

•  Lawn or garden parties ("Tulips and Juleps") for
the warm weather

•  Afternoon swim parties for the kids to pass a 
lazy summer afternoon easily

•  “Make It and Take It Home" crafts/how-to event
will also amuse children on a rainy summer day

•  Sunday late-morning brunch; if some friends 
are runners, perhaps post-jogging; or, perhaps, 
an  after-Church luncheon

•  Mid-afternoon open-house with very light fare--
ideal for a Sunday afternoon during the football 
season

•  “Monday Night Football" TV night, with take-out
barbecue

•  Early Sunday evening with snacks/pizza/
hoagies/sandwiches, perhaps after an afternoon 
at the bowling alley

•  Other sporting event parties (tailgate gathering
for football; picnics after the Little League 
playoffs)

•  Teatime with special, dainty confections; it 
makes for a wonderful Saturday late afternoon 
fete; ideal also for a bridal or baby shower

•  Midnight, formal, supper during the Christmas
(perhaps before Mass) holiday week

•  Classic cocktail parties with hors d'oeuvres; a 
perfect early Saturday evening affair, when you 
really don't want to "do" dinner but still want to 
have a Saturday event; set the time for 6-8, so 
people realize that there is a "start" and "finish" 

LET'S CELEBRATE

Why Have a Party in the First Place?

What are some of the holidays or private landmarks 
people use to celebrate?  Aside from all the obvious ones
that are on the calendar that we all celebrate, there are
lots of personal, family benchmarks that dot the year--and
they shouldn't be forgotten: Grandpa's 90th birthday, Ed
and Susie's 25th wedding anniversary, the twins'
Christening, Aunt Emily's graduation from college at age
45, Bob's new house and so on. We know of someone
who actually had a party to celebrate the arrival of her
new sofa!  (Well, it was just an excuse to have people
over, as she put it, but, she added, "It really was my first
grown-up piece of furniture.")

Buy yourself one of those 365-holidays-a-year calendars
and see what else there is to celebrate throughout the
fifty two weeks. You don't need a special occasion,
because you can make any occasion special.

How shall I do it?  
What kind of party should I have?

There are many ways to entertain--from the most casual
(paper plates and plastic cups), to the cocktail party, to
the most opulent, sit-down formal dinner, using your best
china, silver, and crystal. The best thing about 
entertaining today is that truly, anything goes. There is
really no right and wrong for a party--regardless of how
you do it, it doesn't matter if you put the "wrong" fork on
the table. One hostess we know doesn't have enough
chairs (even using the six folding chairs she keeps in a
closet) in her city apartment. She includes on her
invitation the caveat, "Casual Attire: You may end up 
sitting on the floor."

Things to consider:

• How many people (big and noisy or small and  
intimate)?

• How will the crowd flow (which rooms for 
partying)?

• Where will it take place (indoors, outdoors)?

• What day and time ? 



RSVP's; be sure to build in enough time for 
the responses so that you can provide a guest 
count if outside services/suppliers are involved--
a caterer, a florist, a party rental-equipment
company, and even a local school, which might
be supplying you with serving, kitchen, and bar
help.

2. The second is the “To Do” List for party 
preparation and should include, among other 
items:

Food and beverages, including 
things you might not have on hand 
readily--like rarely used condiments, 
straws, and even ice--which you'll either 
have to make ahead of time or buy.

Tableware, incorporating everything 
from serving pieces and things like
doilies, straw baskets, and other non-
traditional or special holiday-related
bowls and containers; this also includes 
holiday-specific paper napkins and 
cloths, napkin rings, shaped or special
occasion candles (and the glass
bobeches that catch the drips), and 
party favors, particularly important for 
children

Rental items, such as chairs,
barware, tablecloths, etc.

Ambience, which runs the gamut 
from music, to flowers, and lighting;
individual flowers in bud vases at each 
place setting, lots of little vases run
ning the length of a long buffet table or  
one giant centerpiece. You may want to 
hang a distinctive banner outside your 
home or put a personalized welcome 
mat by the front door; for an outdoor, 
yard party, you may need bug-chasing 
candles as well as Japanese lanterns 
or luminarias for mood; decorations can 
carry the theme throughout the house--
from a holiday wreath on the front door 
to greet guests to little rabbit and 
chickie  guest soaps in the bathroom 
for Easter.

`

•  Dessert parties, a perennial favorite--they're not   
that costly and things like cookies go a long way;
ideally, start a dessert party around 8:30 or
9 p.m., and be sure to note on the invitation that
you're serving just dessert and coffee (or 
sparkling wine), so that guests don't expect a full
meal

•  An Oscar-night fruit, wine, and cheese gala,
complete with ballots and a prize for the guest 
with the most correct picks

*  Internationally flavored party ideas: Mexican 
fiesta, Chinese New Year's bash, Mid-Eastern   
"Arabian Nights gala”, Caribbean or Pacific luau    
or cookout

PLANNING

You need to make a check list of chores regardless of
the type of party you're making. As you start to consider
various foods, decorations, and activities, you'll be 
juggling ideas and tasks in your mind, lists forming.
There will be lots of things to remember for the flawless
celebration, so as they occur to you, jot them down.
For example:

• For an out-of-doors event, you'll need to 
consider alternate plans in the event of rain (i.e., 
moving it indoors, or to the garage, or providing 
a rain date--which you need to list on the
invitation).

• For an event in the  dead of winter, think about   
where all the coats (and boots and snow gear) 
will go.

• Avoid watering the lawn for two days or more 
before a picnic or barbecue, so the ground isn't 
mushy.

One of the most important things you need to do is 
coordinate your list with a calendar so you know what you
must do when--two weeks before, the day before, the
morning of, and so on.

For any party, keep two separate lists:

1. Your first list is just for the guests' names and 



unrelated items; the group must create a skit using all the
items as props) and Sing-Alongs (pick a theme, such as
show tunes, and make copies of the lyrics so everybody
can sing along).

A scavenger hunt will just about guarantee a good time.
You can even engineer a theme for your hunt, such as
"Bastille Day" (if your event is around July 14) and make
the items on the list of sought-after objects all related to
things French. You could ask people to wear something
French, like a beret, a striped sailor's shirt, a can-can
skirt, and so on.

Costume parties aren't just for Halloween--and they're
not merely for kids, either. You can request "outfits" any
time of year--just think of a theme: Mardi Gras, the
Fifties, a Roman banquet, a Broadway show like "Guys
and Dolls."

Regardless of your event's style, cuisine, time, and place,
one of the most important things you need to do as a
host is introduce guests to each other. If you're busy in
the kitchen, assign the introduction task to a good friend
or use name tags; you can easily improve on the blue
and white "Hello. My Name Is..." tags by having guests
make their own. You provide the stick-on plain labels as
well as bright stickers, rubber stamps, and colored 
markers. Encourage guests to not only write their names,
but also something more personal--how they know you, if
they brought a special dish to the buffet, where they live,
and so on.

INVITATIONS

For the quick and easy way out, use interesting 
purchased  invitations with a theme that relates to your
party. There are, however, ways to be more inventive,
crafting your own invitations. You can use inexpensive
novelty items, for example:

Sporting event: Buy key chains with foot
balls/baseballs, etc., on them and attach all the 
invitation data as a scorecard.

Dessert party: Buy a little cake or ice cream 
cone magnet and wrap it in a frilly doily, on 
which all the pertinent party data is scripted; you 
can also make a mouth-watering invitation on a 

Entertainment can take two forms:
--hired entertainment, such as the 
string quartet (moonlighting from the 
local symphony or high school 
orchestra), or the hired D.J. for the
teens, or a clown/ magician who
performs for the kiddies 

--the other kind of entertainment is
generated by the guests themselves

participating, in a party game or
activity; if you plan a group endeavor,
prizes are in order-- they can be silly or
serious; even something as inexpensive
as a personalizedpencil ("Bob's Fiftieth"
or whatever) is a memento guests will
appreciate

Film or video equipment if you're 
planning to commit the event to a 
permanent record; for a major event, 
you might even provide guests with 
throw-away, single-use cameras as 
party favors

ENTERTAINMENT

At most parties, the entertainment is the party itself, but
some parties revolve around an organized activity; parties
that have a game as a focal point are ideal ice-breakers,
particularly if you're inviting different groups of friends. A
participatory party is a perfect solution for generating
laughs and cementing new friendships.

For example, the old come-as-you-are party creates a
spirited atmosphere. A game of Charades or Dictionary
(no supplies are needed and it takes very little 
preparation on your part) is guaranteed to get the crowd
roaring with levity. Games like Pictionary, Taboo, or
Trivial Pursuit require the boxed board game, and they,
too, are ideal for an evening of light activity.

Other crowd-pleasers revolving around food are the pot
luck supper (to which everyone brings a dish), or the
more elaborate progressive dinner (where guests move
from house to house for each course). Other evening
activities bound to breed joviality and revelry are 
Paper Bag Dramatics (divide the group into teams; each
team receives a brown paper bag with ten totally 



Buffet: If no large table is available, serve from a desk,
countertop, sideboard, credenza, or long bar. Try to 
utilize both sides for two set-ups so traffic will move more
quickly. Plates should be stacked at the starting point,
but flatware, napkins, condiments, etc., should be at the
last stop (less to carry through the line). Sauces that are
used with particular foods should be placed directly next
to the dish.

Formal evening: Think about the mood and feeling
you want to create. This is the time to pull out all the
stops and use that lace tablecloth tucked away in the
linen closet. You can create an inexpensive pouf of a
cloth yourself, just using dime-store tulle, draped over a
colored paper cloth and pooled on the floor.

A few notes on the formal table:

When setting the table with three plates (the l2" 
service plate, followed by the l0" dinner plate, 
with the 8" salad plate on top), the excitement 
should be focused on the topmost plate, the one 
that everyone sees (always store your good
dinnerware in quilted bags dedicated to this 
purpose)

Refer to an etiquette book for flatware 
placement guidelines, but remember, you can be 
creative; insert implements in elegantly folded 
napkins or in a varied configuration. There are 
several books available on decorative napkin 
folding. Keep one handy so you can fold your 
napkins in an interesting and pretty fashion, 
suitable to the occasion.

Establish a dreamy mood with candlelight--gold, 
star-shaped candles for New Year's; small, 
colored candles for a birthday; floating, 
oil-reservoir candles with flowers for a tea; avoid 
scented candles near food.

•

•

•

plain notecard, cutting out pictures of desserts 
from magazines.

July Fourth picnic: Insert a miniature 
American flag or piece of a red-white-blue 
streamer.

Christmas or Holiday season get 
together: scent the invitations with pine--or 
enclose cedar shavings.

New Year's Eve or Valentine's Day:
Enclose the ever-popular sparkling bits of mylar 
and glitter or streamers.

New job/promotion fete: Use computer 
print-out paper and a collection of rubber bands, 
colored paper clips, etc.

Farewell or moving party: Recycle parts 
of old road maps or atlases

Polynesian, Caribbean, or Hawaiian 
bash: Send everyone an inexpensive plastic lei 
or paper flower.

Even children can make their own invitations, using 
colored construction paper--or even plain white paper cut
into interesting shapes and decorated with rubber stamps
(use colored ink pads), stickers, press-on stars, and 
colored markers for doodles. Enclose a personalized 
balloon, too.

In this day and age of fast and last-minute info, you can
even fax people with a simple sheet of holiday-specific
paper.

SETTING UP

Prior to the big event, think about all the supplies you will
need.

Cocktail Party with minimal seating: Plastic-coated,
heavy-duty paper plates and large napkins are a must.
Straw plate-holders are ideal for this stand-up style party.
Make sure the fare is all finger-food. If possible, buy 
plastic glass-holder rings that attach to paper plates so
people will have one hand free.



CENTERPIECES

Centerpieces don't have to be traditional flowers in a stiff
arrangement; anything you want can be front and center.
Just remember to keep the height of your centerpiece low
enough so that guests can see each other across the
table:

Piles of fruit in a market basket for summer

Fresh vegetables in a cornucopia or 
old-fashioned mixing bowl for harvest or 
springtime

Ears of dried corn tied with straw for
Thanksgiving

Pine cones, spray-painted red and green, 
interspersed with shiny Xmas balls for the 
holidays

Branches of evergreens can have "snow" on
them by sprinkling with powdered sugar

Sprays of dried, colored leaves and acorns and
squash in baskets for autumn

For Halloween, the centerpiece can be edible,
by affixing crudites to a pumpkin, using 
toothpicks, in colorful rings around the pumpkin,
or as a face; use a small ramekin dish in the
center of the pumpkin (hollow out a space) for
dip

Fresh cut flowers don't have to be immersed in a
vase--use a milk jug, pitcher, coffee pot, or an
arrangement of small laboratory bottles, each
holding a single bud

The same is true of candlesticks--use a melange
of sizes, styles, heights, and colors to make a
majestic, flickering focal point

A footed cake plate for a series of tiny pots of
violets or miniature cacti

Use all types of collectibles that you may own--
snow globes, animal figurines, tea cups, etc.

•

•

•

•
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•

•
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CREATE AMBIENCE WITH
STYLISH LITTLE TRICKS
AND TOUCHES

Be inventive with serving platters; oversized, flat wicker
trays, lined with washed lemon leaves are great for 
hors d'oeuvres; children's colorful beach pails are fun for
stalks of celery, asparagus, long carrot sticks, etc.

Maintain your table color scheme in the restroom, with
coordinated hand towels, scented candles, and matching
soaps.

Put candles in the freezer for an hour or two before you

light them; this forces them to burn more slowly and
keeps the wax off the table.

Add "presence" to the room by daubing fragrance on a

light bulb; as it burns, the scent will be diffused.

For a more pungent and aromatic mood, use potpourri all
around the house.

For a winter get-together, sprinkle some cinnamon and
cloves on an aluminum baking sheet and pop it into the
oven for a short time on a low setting.

When serving iced coffee/tea, make ice cubes from the
same coffee/tea, so that they can be added to the 
beverages; as they melt, they will not dilute the beverages
the way plain water cubes would.

For a charming touch with iced tea, make cubes with a
lemon slice (or a berry or mint leaf) in each square of the
ice cube tray; it's pretty to look at and adds flavor as the
cube melts.



GIFTS AND GIFT-GIVING

The Hostess Gift

Regardless of what you bring your host/hostess, be 
creative with the wrapping, showing that you put some
thought into the presentation.

Our favorite host/hostess gift is one we put together 
ourselves, the "Morning After" basket. Use a basket for
the container and then fill it with any variety of the 
following: Two mugs,  coffee (vanilla bean, cinnamon
sticks, etc., for flavor), specialty teas, rock-candy sugar
stirrers, well wrapped fresh muffins (scones, croissants,
and so on), two pretty gingham napkins, mini jars of jams
and jellies, and a thank you note. Encase the entire
extravaganza in plastic and tie with festive streamers.

Even if you're giving the more common wine, flowers, or
chocolates, use coordinated gift bags, colored tissue, and
ribbons to make your offering look special. Another way
to say thank you is to send a plant the next day: Wrap
the flower pot in pretty colored foil or fabric and anoint
with a kaleidoscopic bow.

When you've baked and you're bringing fresh cookies,
for example, use ingenuity to present these treats. Place
them in a foil- and doily-lined green plastic cherry 
tomato/strawberry basket. Weave ribbons through the
container and present with a flourish.

Home-made jams, preserves, sauces, and so on can be
elevated to another level with an add-on gift. For 
example, with a jar of home-made apple butter, attach a
butter spreader (they're always at flea markets and yard
sales and don't cost much); or with that bottle of 

water for 30-45 minutes before barbecuing to
avoid scorching

If you have a smoker, use liquids other than
water (for the base), to add interesting flavor--
fruit juices, wine, or beer; you can also smoke a
cheese for dessert--try cheddar on the 
uppermost rack, placed on open foil (embers
must be nearly out to avoid melting the cheese),
with applewood chips added to the coals for a
sublime essence

•

TIPS FOR THE GREAT 
OUTDOORS

Barbecues, picnics, and poolside parties are all popular
forms of summer entertainment. Here are a few ideas to
spice up that grill:

Flavored wood chips (prepackaged) tossed on the coals
make a barbecue really tasty: hickory (pungent, smoky)
and mesquite (sweet, delicate) both add taste; saturate
chips in water for 15 minutes, so they don't burn up too
quickly

For a summer seafood extravaganza or
clambake, use several bowls of real goldfish or
pile ornamental shells in colorful beach pails

Highly fragrant blossoms (tuber roses, lilacs,
and gardenias, for example) are ideal for an
elegant tea, but for a sit-down dinner, their 
delicious redolence will compete with your food;
for outdoor entertaining, they may be too 
fragrant and attract bugs

For an outdoor dinner, place an inexpensive,
brightly colored fan at each place setting as a
party favor--and supply markers for guests to
decorate them

For a barbecue, get the kids to participate in
making the centerpiece--use pickles and other
food that you'll be eating; use toothpicks as the
connectors to create spaceships or whatever
else their imaginations can dream up

•

•

•
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More creative, savory choices include 
fruitwoods, grapevine cuttings, citrus peels,
and even pre-soaked tea bags (with herbs and
spices) placed directly on the coals; even
soaked cinnamon sticks and cloves can add
tang

When grilling with little time, pre-cook roasts
and large items for three to five minutes in the
microwave

One of the fastest--and most savory--meals on
the grill is kabob; soak bamboo skewers in ice

•

•

•



Once you begin to think like this, you'll realize that for the
cook you can use a colander to hold your goodies, for the
fisherman you can use a creel basket, and so on. You'll
soon start viewing even a laundry basket as a gift 
container. And for those hugely oversized gifts, buy 
decorated lawn/leaf-sized bags that will make even the
tricycle look wrapped.

When you are on a limited budget (especially for teens),
make up a decorated gift certificate that the recipient
redeems from you. For example:

a few nights' baby-sitting for Cousin Ellie and her 
husband Dave who just had a new baby

a summer's worth of lawn-mowing for Uncle 
Harry

a few home-cooked dinners for Grams 

a winter's worth of snow-shovelling for Gramps

For the truly hard-to-buy-for, think of non-traditional gifts
that don't necessarily fit into boxes:

a subscription to a special-interest magazine
(gardening, golfing, automobiles, boating, 
parenting, etc.)

for the neighbors who've moved away, a 
subscription to the old hometown paper so they
can keep up

for the teen with a new interest (swimming, 
ballet, hockey, computers, whatever)--pre-paid
lessons or a course relating to the sport or 
pastime--or better still, tickets for a related event
or concert; or some of the equipment or a 
pre-paid ski lift pass accompanied by a book on
the topic

for an overworked mom or dad, breakfast in bed
(homemade or delivered), or a catered dinner,
complete with waiter to serve it

a night at a hotel or an afternoon at a spa

for the adventurer, a hot air balloon ride, a day of
horse-back riding, an airplane ride, and so on

almost anything personalized, from the most 
utilitarian to the whimsical: T-shirt, mug, jigsaw 

•
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home-made barbecue sauce, attach a basting brush. A
spatula or a set of measuring spoons is a nice touch to
add in the bow of any food-related item.

If you're bringing someone fresh fruits and vegetables
from your garden, place them in a mushroom basket
(from the green grocer), which you can even paint and
decorate. Line with waxed paper or parchment and
embellish with a straw bow.

General Gifts

Some of the best gifts are the treasure troves you put
together yourself. You don't have to spend a lot of money
doing this, either. Think about a container for the gift and
then set a price limit. After that, buy as much
paraphernalia that fits the theme that your budget will
allow.

A few ideas:

For someone who spends a great deal of time in
the car, put together a road safety kit which
might include jumper cables, a toll and change
holder, a car visor organizer, a lidded mug, sets
of maps, a mylar emergency blanket, white flag,
“send help” sign, or cassette holder.

For the sun worshipper, use a beach bag or
straw tote and include a personalized beach
towel, fun gossip magazines or a great 
page-turner novel, a water-bottle carrier, packs of
moist towelettes, and sun block.

For the sports/gym enthusiast, fill a gym bag
with monogrammed dry-off towels, golf tees or
balls, sweat bands, shoe laces, pedometer, wrist
or fanny pack, and so on, depending on what is
appropriate for the sport.

For the newborn baby, fill a straw baby 
carrier with rattles, toys, diaper pins, drug store
necessities, baby keepsake boxes, a 
personalized birthday pillow or crib set of
bumpers and organizers, and a book of names.

For the person with the green thumb, a bushel
basket filled with seed packs, trowel/tools, 
garden gloves, and knee pad.



ANNIVERSARIES
Year Traditional     Modern

1 paper clocks

2 cotton china

3 leather crystal, glass

4 flowers electric appliance

5 wood silverware

6 candy, iron wood

7 copper, wool desk sets

8 bronze, pottery linens

9 pottery, willow leather

10 tin, aluminum diamond jewelry

11 steel fashion jewelry

12 silk, linen pearl

13 lace textiles, furs

14 ivory gold jewelry

15 crystal watches

20 china platinum

25 silver silver

30 pearl pearl

35 coral jade

40 ruby ruby

45 sapphire sapphire

50 gold gold

55 emerald emerald

60 diamond diamond

75 diamond diamond

puzzle, child's piggy bank, passport case, tote
bag, pet carrier/bowls, lingerie cases, paper
weights, luggage tags, note-pad holder, etc.

for children, plan a day to start that all-important
first bank account

add to a child's collection of rocks/minerals,
computer accessories, stamps/coins, dolls of the
world, and so on

•

•
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